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Visual Assessments
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Getting Started

Who are we?
• Who am I?
• Who are you?
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Getting Started

Webinar Objectives
By the end of this webinar, you will be able to:
• Recognize how visual assessments can be 

useful for assessing student learning 
outcomes

• Determine the appropriate software to 
recommend to students to assist in the 
creation of their visual projects

• Identify ways you can score elements within 
a visual presentation
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Why Visual Assessments?

Why Visual Assessment?
• Assessing a student learning outcome might lend itself 

more to visual assessment rather than a traditional test or 
an essay

• Representing knowledge visually can help increase, 
deepen, and reinforce content

• Allows students an alternative to demonstrating their 
mastery of a student learning outcome

• Provides students practice utilizing programs or 
applications that they may interact with in further 
undergraduate courses or professional careers
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Programs for Visual Assessment

Presentation Software
• Typical software used for these include PowerPoint, Prezi, 

and Google Slides
○ Works well for students presenting on a multi-faceted 

concept
○ Allows students to incorporate images, audio, and video 

components
○ Google Slides is a free application
■ Allows for real time collaboration 

○ How might you use presentations for assessment in your 
class?
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Programs for Visual Assessment

Infographic Software
• Typical software used for these include Canva, 

Piktochart, Easel.ly, Visme, and many more
○ Useful for assignments where students are 

presenting specific pieces of data, 
exploring a specific concept, or illustrating 
processes

○ Most of the software above are free to use 
(with paid features available)

• How might you use infographics for assessment 
in your class?

https://www.canva.com/design/DAD7B9MdnaM/Fv1dHn7T5EFeRf3MVlGRoQ/edit%3Fcategory=tACFahzNhT4
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Programs for Visual Assessment

Videos

• Typical hardware needed includes a smartphone, tablet, or 
even a laptop

• Students may also need to utilize software to upload or edit
○ Can be done in programs like YouTube, Movie Maker, or 

with functions already on smart devices
• Useful when something is being shown

■ How to videos
■ Reflections 
■ Performances

• How might you use videos for assessment in your class?
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Programs for Visual Assessment

Considerations with Assigning Visual Assessments

• Match your assignment with what fits the 
outcomes you’re trying to assess
○ For instance, if you want students to discuss 

the ethical implications of genetically 
modified crops a presentation might work 
well

○ If you want students to be able to identify 
the parts of a flower, an infographic might 
be better
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Programs for Visual Assessment

More Considerations with Assigning Visual 
Assessments

• Consider technical aspects and allow 
time in class for instruction on how to use 
various programs

• Providing options for students might be a 
good idea
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Visual Assessment Scoring

Rubrics, Rubrics, Rubrics...

• Consider using rubrics to aid you in the grading of 
your students work
○ This will help make your scoring more streamlined 

and objective
■ Consider showing your students the rubric you 

will be using up front
○ Many of your students won’t be experts in these 

programs; be aware of that when setting up your 
rubric
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Visual Assessment Scoring

Rubrics, Rubrics, Rubrics...
Presentation Rubric
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Indiana University of 
Pennsylvania Libguide for 
FDNT 213 - Life Cycle 
Nutrition
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Summary

In this webinar, we discussed:

• How visual assessments can be useful for assessing student 
learning outcomes

• Appropriate software to recommend to students to assist in 
the creation of their visual projects

• Identified ways you can score elements within a visual 
presentation



Questions?



Thank You!


